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Image Source/Image Source/Getty Images The most scoring college football match was played on October 7, 1916 between Georgia Tech and Cumberland College, with Georgia Tech winning with a score of 222-0. This same football game is also in the record books as the toughest score in college football history. Although Cumberland
College's football program was discontinued before the 1916 season, due to a mix of programming, Cumberland was added to Georgia Tech's schedule. To avoid the losing rate, the student director of Cumberland College quickly gathered 13 students, who were mostly fraternity brothers, to face Georgia Tech's football team. Both teams
were coached by Heisman, and bothered with Cumberland's use of professional players to win the baseball game. However, faced with such an underprepared opponent on the football field, the Georgia Tech team easily achieved the revenge it sought. (Image credit: Netflix) Each niche subculture has its own language, rituals and history
that mere outsiders will never understand. I expected High Score to punch that bubble out of your theme, video games, but instead it's content to leave the viewer on the outside looking inside. France Costrel's diffuse and disjointed Netflix docuseries spans more than four hours across six episodes, but offers nothing new to those familiar
with the subject and too little information to educate anyone else. This ultimately makes it as useless as most original Defender games. Not that it doesn't contain good information. The first episode only highlights Tomohiro Nishikado, who fused his interest in sea creatures and magic tricks in Space Invaders; Toru Iwatani, the brains
behind the yellow dot gobbler inspired by everyone's favorite pizza, Pac-Man; MIT dropouts Doug Macrae, Steve Golson and Mike Horowitz, who spoke of their missile command, transforming the improvement kit into a new career and the legendary Ms. Pac-Man; Jerry Lawson, developer of the first game cartridge, for the failed Fairchild
Channel F console; and Howard Scott Warshaw, the lifelong opportunity to adapt a major Hollywood release became the Atari 2600 bomb that endangered the entire industry: E.T. aliens. Video games from the late 1970s and early 1980s extended far beyond these themes, however, and the great video game crash of 1983 was
precipitated by more than simply E.T. Later episodes are equally scattered: The second and fourth respectively Nintendo and Sega, but between them deal with nearly three major games (Donkey Kong, Sonic the Hedgehog, John Madden Football) and some Bland subsidiary themes that do not capture the scope of console wars; and
although the fifth plays Street Fighter II and Mortal Kombat, it draws more to follow the moral crusade against them (and the pulp horror game Night Trap) that led to the establishment of the Entertainment Software Ratings Board. Fallen frames I was particularly perplexed by the coverage of computer games in episodes three and six. The
first suggests that Akalabeth and Ultima IV by Richard Garriott, Ken and Roberta Williams's Mystery House, Yoshitaka Armano's art for Final Fantasy, and Ryan Best's GayBlade were the only notable contributions of the decade. According to the latter, computer games had primitive animation until the 1990s, and not 3D at all before
Doom and Star Fox for SNES. (Even if you want to ignore, you know, Akalabeth and Ultima IV, Wolfenstein 3D and Garriott's own ultimatum prior to Doom for more than 18 months.) Anyone with even a minimum of experience knows affirmations and insinuations like these and others (did the first Electronic Arts care only about sports
games?) are not true, and this spurious attention to detail spellbinding disaster for a documentary. But when there is so little substance to begin with, as with the high score, the impact is even greater. Costrel's attempts to distill an extensive industry into his personal elements are admirable, and his intimate one-on-one interviews are
filmed and edited to let the subjects' personalities burst. But since their stories never amount to a full story, and often seem divorced from a broader narrative, all they do is expose holes that Costrel has no interest in filling. Take Rebecca Heineman, whose illustrious game design career is all but ignored in favor of her gender identity and
she won the first national space invader championship. Or Best, the Pat Buchanan-skewering, LGBT-friendly game didn't make any real splashes, but it still earned you huge amounts of screen time here. In contrast, why does Shigeru Miyamoto deserve only mentions in two other people's interviews, when his towering Super Mario Bros.
and The Legend of Zelda franchises could easily consume an hour themselves? Out of quarterSA wonders if the series could have been more complete if it had been less overproduced. Okay, animated titles and music are fun, and some gravitas are taught by Charles Martinet's storytelling — for 30 years, the voice of Mario's characters.
But do we need the numerous imitation pixelated cartoon interludes? Designer scenes capturing rings or breathing fireballs? Or (shudder) Shaun Bloom's crunchy recreation of the Game Counsel's instructional videos? Whether Costrel did not perceive this material as inherently entertaining, or simply had trouble bringing a coherent artistic
vision to the screen, the final product plays like a haphazard survey course, sewn up, with poorly formed ideas which is important and why. Unfortunately, this is what happens when you look at others' obsessions without genuinely understanding them. This series is the arcade guy who put his quarters on the edge of the machine in hopes
of getting the next game, game, knowing that the person on the joystick is a secret grandmaster. You must wait forever for your video game satisfaction. And so, with higher score, we do. Game Foc.us, designed to surprise your brain with electrodes –anything to improve a high score, right?–, has received FCC certification, but it still
doesn't have that important FDA approval. Claiming to help neurons shoot faster, headphones are supposed to help players overclock their brains by passing an electrical current through the prefrontal cortex. Excite your prefrontal cortex and get the edge in online games, says Foc.us website. Transcranial direct current stimulation, as the
practice is called, has been used to treat patients with depression and brain injuries. Some potential use cases for technology include helping students learn a new language or training drone controllers to better guide unmanned autonomous aircraft. Foc.us is wearing on its head for five to ten minutes, although it is unclear how long the
effects last. Some early criticisms with the prototype suggest that there are lingering effects, even after removing the headphones. Nicole Lee of Engadget said she experienced a burning and singing sensation with Foc.us: We tied the headphones for ourselves at a recent event, and we found it to be a strange experience. There was a
strange, almost fiery feeling on the right side of our forehead, while the rest simply collapsed. Oxley told us that it was normal for some people to feel more on one side than the other, and that tDCS takes a bit of getting used to. After about eight minutes, the singing sensation remained even after removing the headphones. We don't really
feel that our powers of concentration improve much afterwards, but it's hard to say after such a limited time. Meanwhile, Megan Geuss at Ars Technica reported seeing spots: She fitted comfortably and the headphones got a crescendo start, so she wasn't cheerful (intention to play words) when the headphones were turned on.
Unfortunately, I Foc.us had a game platform set up on demo day, so I can't tell you if it really improves performance. I can say that I started to feel a very noticeable shock, but a little nice on the left back of my brain, plus a light buzzing sensation all over my head. I also began to see white spots on my peripheral vision, especially in my
upper right view. If you're epileptic, don't use these headphones. Foc.us maintains that the headset meets the required regulatory standards. However, without an FDA approval, you are likely to face roadblocks if not because some people might be wary of surprising their brains to improve their game (how much are braking rights worth,
exactly?), then because users can look as ridiculous as previous models. However, Foc.us is preparing to ship this month for $279. [Images: Foc.us] November 22, 2016 6 min read Opinions expressed by entrepreneurial collaborators are yours. I used to work in a writing mill, the churn page after page of promotional material on I wasn't,
thank you very much, a tech writer. Business writers see tech writers as failed engineers or talentless hacks that are an economic downturn from working at Taco Bell. Tech writers, in turn, think that business writers are tech malaysians who couldn't pour water from a boot if the instructions weren't written at the bottom. I was new to the job
and eager to impress. I was designing a training program, and I asked the program managers how many hours had been billed to the project; he looked at me blankly and shrunk. I didn't know. Not to be deterred, I went to the CFO who told me: Don't track this down. When I asked him how many hours they based the appointment on, he
was equally clueless. Don't ask me any questions. So there I was working on a project not knowing how many total hours had been made offers and how many of these had been used. Madness. By now self-conscious because I believed my questions sounded more accusational than curious, I gently asked how in living hell the company
knew whether I was taking advantage or not. I was condescendingly informed that I billed customers, and that it was called gross income, and then we subtracted our costs, which revealed our net profit. Madness; All around me, madness. Related: 12 billing mistakes that make it harder for your business to get PaidI grew to accept this
loosey-goosey accounting method that doesn't teach you in accounting classes. There were no high terms like depreciation and charges, and there were no acronyms as annoying as FIFO and LIFO inventories. No, this was something easier and somehow purer. Honestly, he removed any and all accountability: I was absolutely at peace
with it. However, this company eventually collapsed, largely due to its amateur cash flow system, but I had left the ship much earlier. There can't be two. I had another job in a velvet sweat writing training. I was sure the first company was an outlier: there couldn't be two companies that didn't manage profits and work individually. I was
wrong. I was again immersed in a world of madness where no one kept scoring until the game was over. This time the company only tracked the overload, code for: You useless fool! You're not working making money for the company. Here, having more than 10 percent overload on your timesheet was putting a bull's-eye on your back,
although everyone quickly learned to play this system. Related: 5 Steps to Trim Overeating Safely If You're an Entrepreneur – Whether You're a Sole Owner or the Owner of an Average Company – To Large Size, You Should Know How Much You Are each project in relation to the amount it is billing for it. This is easier than it sounds, but
there are some rules you should follow: Explain exactly what is billable and what is not. In your quotes to potential customers, detail what is billable. Is it available to and from the customer's place? How about startup meetings? A clear understanding of what billable activity is essential; it also avoids billing conflicts. Share the offer with the
team. Too many business owners are paranoid about their turnover; in their minds, they dare not share this information with their employees. They fear that if their employees knew the rate at which they were being billed to a customer, they would demand an increase. If you fear that, explain to your employees the concepts of load rate
(how much does it cost a business owner to actually hire a worker) and profits (the reason you're in business). Most people will get it, and the conversation will end well – except for those the employer is actively ripping everyone into the equation. (You know who you are. So, in this case, you may want to fix that first, greedy, dishonest
pig.) Do not schedule mandatory non-billable meetings and events. Too many employers fill employees with non-billable meetings and then punish employees for being inbillables. Now, assuming a 40-hour week (HA! Not.... sorry, I couldn't even write that with a straight face), an entrepreneur scheduling a daily meeting, two hours of staff
instantly reduces employee billable time by 20 percent. Think about it, but I also know I'm being kind here. I have worked for companies that harp on people for the level of their overall turnover and yet routinely schedule 20 hours of non-billable activities (meetings, training, employee birthday parties, etc.). This practice places the
employee in an intolerable dilemma: either they can cheat and bill the customer during that time, or the employee can record an additional 20 hours or so of work outside the work week to maintain a high and useful billability rating. Related: When expenses are really investmentSeed good timesheet. Everyone hates making time sheets.
Show me someone who likes to make time sheets and I'll show you someone who probably eats food they find on the side walk (Oooh, street pizza). The good maintenance time allows you to understand how much effort a project really has; differentiates between people who are good at work and those who are not. Learn from mistakes.
Just because you've lost money on a project doesn't mean you couldn't act. When you lose money on a project ask yourself why? Was it the extent of creep (where the project grows slowly, but the price stays the same)? Was he mis-quoted? Have you missed the list of key assumptions that most affected your ability to bill the project? By
knowing exactly why you lost (or for that matter, why you made money), you can correct the error and do better next time. Time.
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